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and properties of the Internet, the broad appeal of that reported
surprising discovery was understandable. At the same time, the
SF approach as a whole and its resulting Achilles’ heel claim also
caused significant confusion among the networking community in
general and the Internet community in particular. This confusion
motivated closer scrutiny of this widely popular line of research
that fascinated researchers across the different fields of science.
At a high level, this commentary serves as a reminder of an important message that we tried to convey in [1] but that got largely lost
in all the ensuing SF-related “noise." That message was that because
of the Internet’s engineered architecture, a thorough understanding
of its component technologies, and the availability of extensive (but
typically noisy) measurements, this complex man-made system
affords unique opportunities to unambiguously resolve most claims
about its properties, structure, and functionality. In particular, the
ability to rigorously validate most Internet-specific theories and
models and their resulting claims creates the potential for any existing confusion or apparent controversies about the Internet to
be settled once and for all, and our SIGCOMM’04 paper describes
such an evaluation effort where the focus is on the theory of SF
networks and its ensuing models and claims for the Internet.
More specifically, our intentions with this editorial are (i) to
review the basic arguments that motivated the claims for the SFview of the router-level Internet (along with a simple explanation
why these are false) and (ii) to revisit our alternate perspective and
arguments for a minimal model of the router-level Internet, one
that explicitly includes fundamental design details and physical
constraints that combine to ensure the intended functionality of
the designed-for structure. We also comment on the impacts of this
work for the Internet networking community (largely a success)
and for the broader network science community (largely a failure).
We conclude with a discussion of the lessons learned from both the
success and failure of our work and the need for renewed efforts
and increased focus on studying the organized complexity of the
Internet.

ABSTRACT
Our main purpose for this editorial is to reiterate the main message
that we tried to convey in our SIGCOMM’04 paper but that got
largely lost in all the hype surrounding the use of scale-free network models throughout the sciences in the last two decades. That
message was that because of (1) the Internet’s highly-engineered
architecture, (2) a thorough understanding of its component technologies, and (3) the availability of extensive (but typically noisy)
measurements, this complex man-made system affords unique opportunities to unambiguously resolve most claims about its properties, structure, and functionality. In the process, we point out
the fallacy of popular approaches that consider complex systems
such as the Internet from the perspective of disorganized complexity
and argue for renewed efforts and increased focus on advancing an
“architecture first" view with its emphasis on studying the organized
complexity of systems such as the Internet.
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INTRODUCTION

Our SIGCOMM’04 paper on “A first-principle approach to understanding the Internet’s router-level topology" [1] appeared at a
time when the general excitement within the scientific community
about the recent discovery of scale-free networks and their claimed
universality had reached a fever pitch. In the particular case of
the Internet, that discovery started in a line of research that portrayed this engineered system, including its router-level topology
as “scale-free" (SF), with a central “hub-like" structure that makes
the network simultaneously robust to random losses of nodes yet
fragile to targeted attacks on the highly connected nodes or “hubs"
in its core [2–4]. This combination of error tolerance and attack
vulnerability, a tell-tale sign of SF structure, was subsequently referred to and popularized as the “Achilles’ heel" of the Internet
[3, 5], a property that reportedly went unnoticed by the engineers
responsible for designing that very network.
Given that (1) SF methods are quite general and do not depend
on any details of Internet technology, economics, or engineering,
and (2) there were already decades of research on the structure

2

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS AND RESULTS

This is a story in two acts. The first act involves arguments in
favor of a SF perspective of the router-level Internet, and why these
are false. The second act involves attempts to develop a minimal,
yet explanatory perspective on the drivers of router-level network
structure. We consider each in turn.
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2.1

A Scale-Free Internet?

The starting point for the explosive growth in SF network models
was the observation that a variety of naturally occurring and engineered systems exhibit power laws in the distribution of their
connections [2–5]. Because this extremely skewed distribution is
so different from the typical Poissonian distribution found in classic Erdös-Renyi random graphs, the “discovery” of power laws
motivated an investigation of mechanisms that can give rise to
it. One such mechanism is preferential attachment: a probabilistic
growth process in which nodes are added one at a time and where
each new node is more likely to connect to an existing node with
more connections. This leads to a rich-get-richer process that gives
rise to a scale-free distribution of node connections. It also yields
a graph structure where the high-connectivity nodes (commonly
called “hubs” in the SF literature) are crucial to maintaining the overall connectivity of the network; targeting these hubs can literally
fragment the network.
Investigation into the connectivity of the Internet at different
layers also showed signs of power laws [6]; this led to claims that
the Internet also followed SF structure and also that its most salient
features were the result of this connectivity structure. For the routerlevel Internet, this implied that error tolerance (i.e., minimal impact
from loss of an arbitrary router) could be explained because most
nodes in a SF network have little effect on the overall connectivity.
However, it also suggested that targeting the high-connectivity
routers could disconnect the router-level Internet, a vulnerability
that got significant attention in the scientific and mainstream media because these studies showed “the removal of just a few key
hubs from the Internet splintered the system into tiny groups of
hopelessly isolated routers” [5].
Figure 1 summarizes the logical argument in favor of a scalefree view of the router-level Internet. Preferential attachment in
network growth leads to power laws in network connectivity and
also yields high connectivity hubs that make overall network connectivity vulnerable to attack. The argument is that the presence
of power laws in the connectivity of the router-level Internet therefore implies the existence of a previously unknown vulnerability
to attacks on the most highly connected routers.
However, Figure 1 also illustrates the logical flaw in this argument. Specifically, the presence of power laws in network connectivity does not necessarily suggest preferential attachment as
the growth mechanism at work. In fact, there are many different
mechanisms that can give rise to power laws in network connectivity, and preferential attachment is only one of them [7–9], albeit
a well-known one that has been “rediscovered" multiple times in
the past [10, 11]. Perhaps the most compelling image in our SIGCOMM’04 paper and subsequent work was [1, Figure 6] that showed
five networks, each with the same number of nodes, same number of links, and same degree sequence, but each having obviously
different structural properties. In particular, whereas SF networks
resulting from preferential attachment had high-connectivity hubs
in the center of the network, where they are essential to maintain
connectivity (and become the characteristic Achilles’ heel vulnerability), the figure illustrated other ‘equivalent’ networks where
the high-connectivity nodes are at the network periphery such
that their loss would be localized (and they would not pose such a

Figure 1: Basic Argument (and Logical Flaw) in the ScaleFree Story for the Internet. The basic claim was that a scalefree distribution in the connectivity of the Internet indicates
the presence of high connectivity “hubs” that pose an overlooked vulnerability in the network. It is true that preferential attachment in network growth leads to power laws in
network connectivity and also yields high connectivity hubs
that create a vulnerability in the network if targeted. However, the converse is not true: the presence of a power law in
network connectivity does NOT imply preferential growth
in network formation (and therefore does not necessarily
imply vulnerable hubs). The presence of power laws in network connectivity for the Internet is perhaps debatable, but
the claim that the router-level Internet is vulnerable to attacks on its high degree hubs is false.
threat). This, on its own, seemed to be enough to convey the logical
fallacy in the SF story, as outlined in Figure 1.
It is worth noting that the issue of power laws in Internet topology is a subject of its own debate, partly because of the idiosyncrasies and imprecision involved in large-scale network measurement studies [12, 13] and partly because of the ad-hoc nature of
commonly-used statistical techniques for inferring power law-like
distributions from noisy data [14]. This controversy regarding the
presence of power laws in the topology of the Internet created
additional confusion, but it ultimately does not change the analysis
in Figure 1. In short, whether or not there are power laws in the
topology of the router-level Internet, claims of scale-free vulnerability of high-connectivity hubs are not substantiated and inherently
flawed.

2.2

An Engineering Perspective

From an engineering design perspective, preferential attachment
was never a plausible explanation of topology formation for the
router-level Internet, however, part of the confusion regarding the
SF story was the absence of an alternative perspective. The second
part of the story in our SIGCOMM’04 paper was to propose function, technology, and economics (as opposed to simple connectivity
patterns) as the key drivers of structure for the router-level Internet.
In a nutshell, our “first-principles approach" describes an effort
at identifying some minimal functional requirements and physical constraints needed to develop simple models of the Internet’s
router-level topology that are illustrative, representative, insightful,
and consistent with engineering reality. Despite the large number
of factors that undoubtedly play a role in the minutiae of real-world
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router-level topology design, we were able to identify (a) hard technological constraints in the form of physical limits on router capacity, connectivity, and link bandwidth and (b) economics-driven
considerations in terms of anticipated end user demands and expected network performance. These are key design contributors to
the type of router-level structures that are possible and make sense
from an engineering perspective.
This engineering-based approach has several advantages. It respects the highly designed nature of the network, it reflects the
engineering intuition that exists about a great many of its parts,
and it is fully consistent with readily available but noisy measurements of router-level topology. In essence, a limit on the throughput
capacity of a router means that a router can have either a small
number of high-bandwidth connections or a large number of smallbandwidth connections. Because of this fundamental tradeoff, highconnectivity hubs will be performance bottlenecks if they are used
as key interconnection points in the center of a network. When we
calculated the throughput capacity of different topology designs,
we observed that SF model networks had throughput numbers that
were two orders of magnitude smaller than others we had designed
to be ’heuristically optimal’ (also called a heuristically optimal topology or HOT model). Our designed networks used high-connectivity
nodes at the edge of the network (for traffic aggregation purposes),
but had a sparsely connected core network structure with highspeed connections. This design is consistent with (and inspired by)
the design of real router-level networks that the various Internet
service providers operated in the early 2000s.
Our approach ultimately resulted in a new means for rigorously
discerning the key differences between different topology structures. By visualizing them in a 2-dimensional space where the
coordinates refer to network performance (i.e., throughput capacity) and network likelihood (from a random graph construction
perspective) [1, Figure 8], the differences between topologies that
were generated by preferential attachment or other random graph
generation techniques (designed to achieve a power law distribution in connectivity pattern) and our engineering-based approach
became apparent and were telling.
One of the key insights for our work was that if we want models
that are truly explanatory and not merely descriptive, we need to
broaden our perspective beyond that of simple graphs to include
the drivers of this network structure [1, 15]. While the overall construction of the router-level Internet is decentralized and somewhat
ad hoc, it is much more than the outcome of a random process. By
choosing the language of constrained optimization (i.e., the objectives and constraints that guide this construction) instead of the
language of random graphs, we transform network modeling into
a problem driven by domain-specific graph annotation not mere
graph connectivity, and we move beyond a simple exercise in data
fitting. As described in [16]: “by focusing on optimization as a modeling process, not a specific modeling outcome (i.e., the solution
to any one optimization problem), one can systematically study
how particular objectives and constraints shape the large-scale
structure and behavior of complex networks. With this perspective,
optimization-based reverse-engineering approaches such as HOT
serve best as a conceptual framework (or a modeling methodology),
not a specific model for complex networks.”

A second key lesson for modeling Internet structure was the
simple reminder that there is no such thing as a unique “Internet topology” due to the many different layers of virtualization
and abstraction, each of which is shaped by different objectives,
constraints, and circumstances. Moreover, due to the inherent difficulties with Internet topology measurement, one cannot take
measured topology data at face value, particularly when that data
has high variability [14].

3

IMPACTS

This work represented the start of a line of research that had impacts on the Internet research community and the broader study of
complex networks.

3.1

Direct Impacts

Honored with the Best Student Paper Prize Award at SIGCOMM’04,
the paper’s impact on the networking community was immediate.
On the one hand, network engineers and operators were mostly
surprised by a paper that, in their minds, stated the “obvious" and
refuted the Internet Achilles’ heel myth, but they generally appreciated the documented first-principles approach for its ability to
identify and explain the cause-effect relationships present in the
very systems that they design and operate. On the other hand, Internet researchers basically abandoned the SF approach for modeling
the physical Internet, and those still convinced of the utility of SF
networks shifted their focus to the higher layers of the Internet’s
architecture, where looking for SF structure in virtual topologies
such as the Facebook friendship graph or the Twitter social network
has become a minor industry in the last decade.
The few times the SF approach tried to make a comeback and
reclaim its relevance for physical Internet structures such as datacenter topologies [17], the attempts quickly faded because technology constraints and economic considerations still restrict intradatacenter connectivity even when that connectivity could otherwise be governed by randomness [18, 19]. In receiving the 2016
ACM SIGCOMM Test of Time Award, the paper was singled out for
(i) questioning the prevailing work on scale-free graph structure for
network topologies that incorrectly speculated an “Achilles’ heel" for
the Internet and providing instead a methodologically sound basis to
explain the observed structure of Internet topologies, and (ii) bringing
a greater degree of rigor in network topology research and evaluation
and informing the community of potential pitfalls in using blackbox network models without a clear understanding of underlying
structural effects in network design.

3.2

Broader Impacts

Given the attention that SF networks received from the mathematical community in general and the graph theorists in particular,
following our SIGCOMM’04 paper, we also wrote a number of papers that specifically targeted those audiences. Our motivation for
doing so was two-fold. For one, by aiming at a more mathematicallyinclined readership that can be assumed to be familiar with the
basics of Internet technologies, we used the Internet example to
demonstrate why the existing theory of SF networks has inherent
inconsistencies which, in turn, lead to commonly-cited claims about
the Internet that are verifiably incorrect [20]. At the same time, we
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also wanted to demonstrate the great potential that a large-scale
complex system such as the Internet has for developing a new
mathematical theory that is scientifically more challenging, more
relevant in practice, and ultimately more rewarding because of the
new insights it provides [13]. While the papers were in general
well-received, with [13] selected for inclusion in the 2010 Princeton
Anthology of Best Writing on Mathematics [21], our attempts at convincing the broader scientific community, particularly physicists
and “network scientists," of the enormous benefits of enriching their
models (that are largely governed by randomness) with “just the
right amount" of domain knowledge have been mostly futile.

3.3

of organized complexity that advances the view of “architecture
first" [46] to support design and development of future systems.

4.1

Power laws remain a source of fascination and confusion within
the broader scientific community. Borrowing from our previous
work [25] (but with reference numbers updated to align here),
In the [new sciences of complex networks, NSCN] and
modern physics literature, power laws are viewed as
“signatures” of specific mechanisms, namely, critical
phase transitions [26] and preferential growth [27],
because these mechanisms can generate power laws
in simple models of disorganized systems. Adding to
the confusion is that common NSCN statistical techniques, such as the use of binned frequencies plotted
on log-log scale, make it easy to “discover” power laws
where none exists or to mischaracterize their most
salient features (see [20, Sec. 2.1]). However, a broader
view of high variability and power laws reveals a long
and rich history outside physics [28–30].

Catching the Network Science “Bug”

At the time of our SIGCOMM’04 paper, the debate surrounding the
role of SF networks in the Internet seemed to be peaking, however
in retrospect it was relatively little when compared to the explosive
growth in popularity that the field of network science has experienced in the subsequent 15 years. In 2005, the National Research
Council (NRC) released a report titled “Network Science" [22] that
served as a rallying cry for increased investment for research and
education in the tools and techniques of applied graph theory and
statistical mechanics as applied to a wide range of complex networks. The growth in funding, publications, and citations since then
have been breathtaking (see [16] for a review of this early history).
It is worth noting that the original claims in the popular science
literature for an Achilles’ heel vulnerability of the router-level Internet [3–5] have received over 10,000 citations collectively (according
to Google Scholar as of July 2019), and have never been retracted
despite what most in the SIGCOMM community consider “a closed
case.” Our attempts to tell this story to the broader scientific community (e.g., [23]) have received limited success in reaching this
audience, and anecdotally our experience is that the myth of the
Achilles’ heel vulnerability for the router-level Internet remains
prevalent among the network science community.
Despite the sometimes sensational claims made about the Internet, network science as a discipline has managed to operate largely
independently from the network research and operator community.
This disconnection was established early in its history, as noted
by the NRC [22]: “network science is distinct from both network
technology and network research: It is characterized by the discovery mode of science rather than the invention mode of technology
and engineering.” Again, rather than looking to domain-specific
details for an understanding of structure and function, the starting
point is most often one of random graphs, with models that emphasize connectivity patterns over system performance. For example,
a prominent 2008 retrospective “Scale-Free Networks: A Decade
and Beyond” [24] opens with the statement: “For decades, we tacitly assumed that the components of such complex systems as the
cell, the society, or the Internet are randomly wired together”—a
claim that many in the SIGCOMM community would recognize as
nonsensical.

4

Power Laws

Ironically, many of the high-profile results celebrating power-laws
and the need for special models to explain them actually arise as
artifacts of statistical errors. These are not limited to SF networks
for technological systems, but also include self-organized criticality (SOC) for wildfires (see original claims in [31] and a rebuttal
in [32]) and edge-of-chaos for heart rate variability (see [33] for
a discussion of claims and [34] for a rebuttal). In our work, we
have emphasized mathematical, statistical, and data-analytic arguments advanced decades ago by B. Mandelbrot [36] that suggest
that power-law (or more accurately, scaling) distributions should be
no more suprising than Gaussians when dealing with high variance
data [35]. In this sense, power laws are “full of sound and fury, signifying nothing" [42]. Nonetheless, the “rediscovery” of power laws
in SF networks remains a topic of active research [37, 38] and still
attracts attention within the high-impact scientific literature [39].

4.2

Architecture: More Than Connectivity

A second source of confusion within the broader scientific community comes from wildly different notions of architecture. Within the
network science community, the term ‘architecture’ is used synonymously with ‘connectivity’. As clearly articulated in a highly
cited review [40]: “By definition, complex networks are networks
with more complex architectures than classical random graphs with
their ‘simple’ Poissonian distributions of connections.” This is in
large part due to the fact that when abstracting a complex system
down to a simple graph, there is little left to study other than its
connections, perhaps with simple annotations.
In contrast, the engineering perspective of architecture tends to
focus on the protocols (persistent rules of interaction) over specific
modules (implementations that obey protocols and can change) [25].
Here, the Internet shares remarkable similarities with biology, where
there are plausibly heavy tails and even power laws all over. Similarly, where done correctly, biology provides a parallel story of
highly structured systems which “invite" simple abstractions into a
great many completely different “graphs” although graphs are not
good models in any of these cases. Similar to the SF story for the

BARRIERS TO PROGRESS

There are a variety of complicating factors that serve as barriers to
progress in developing an Internet-inspired mathematical theory
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router-level Internet, many of the arguments in favor of SF biology, neurology, medicine, or even ecology turn out to be specious
when examined from an architectural perspective that emphasizes
protocols and modules over simple connectivity [43–45].

4.3

memory to laptop or server hardware, to operating systems (OS)
and applications, and to storage and entire networks.
This “virtualization everywhere" has created virtual infrastructures that provide a layer of abstraction between computing, storage
and networking hardware on the one hand, and the applications
running on them on the other hand. As a result, OSes and applications can be managed as a single unit by encapsulating them
into virtual machines (VM) which in turn can then be provisioned
to any system. While this hardware-independence provides great
efficiency and flexibility, it further obscures from the user the underlying mechanisms and details and provides a user experience
that is largely unchanged by the use of such highly architected
virtualization. Put differently, it is typically only under failure scenarios and network impairments that users see signs of a system’s
reliance on ubiquitous and purposefully-applied virtualization.
Note that just as the concepts of layering and layered protocol
stacks are foreign to the network science view of networks, so
is the idea of virtualization. In this sense, the network science
view of networks that has turned the study of abstract graphs
(extracted from measurements collected from today’s Internet with
its ubiquitous use of highly engineered virtualization) into a minor
industry necessarily boils down to finding hidden simplicity that
“emerges" from enormous complexity. However, the applications of
this approach to the Internet demonstrate at once both the irony
and the fallacy of this view.

On the Role of Layering

A key architectural characteristic that is often under-appreciated
and/or misunderstood by the broader scientific community is the
role of layering in highly engineered or highly evolved systems.
By design, a main feature of layering is that each layer exists for
a purpose (i.e., provides its own functionality), and builds on the
functional layers below it. As a consequence, each layer is typically
shaped by different objectives and constraints, and each layer can
therefore have its own connectivity. While the connectivity at a
given layer is largely independent of the other layers, its physical
manifestation at the lowest layer(s) turns strictly logical/virtual at
the higher layers, with important implications for interpreting the
resulting constructs and assessing their relevance, individually or
as part of the system as a whole.
Despite the combination of potentially wildly different layerspecific connectivity structures in the Internet, the system as a
whole is much more than random wiring with minimal tuning (e.g.,
to match one or more power law distributions at the different layers).
However, to recognize this, it is important to have answers to questions such as Why does one use layering as a design principle? and
How does one layer? To this end, recent work that is similar to our
SIGCOMM’04 paper in the sense that it advances an architecturecentric approach and emphasizes the importance of functionality
allocation (i.e., deciding on which layer does what) has established
“layering as optimization decomposition" as a common “language"
or top-down method for designing layered protocol stacks from
first principles (see, for example, [46] and references therein). In
short, by modeling an overall communication network in terms of a
generalized network utility maximization problem, each layer gets
mapped to a decomposed subproblem, and the interfaces among
the different layers are quantified as functions of the optimization
variables coordinating the subproblems. It is this combination of
horizontal decomposition into distributed computation and vertical
decomposition into functional modules (e.g., congestion control,
routing) that formalizes the notions of “networks as optimizers"
and "layering as decomposition" and provides answers to the why,
how and what questions that arise in the context of existing or
newly-proposed layered protocol stacks.

4.4

4.5

The Effect of Layering and Virtualization

One critical feature of architectures that emphasize layering and
virtualization is that they allow the system to hide the details of
one layer from another. On the one hand, this feature is essential
from an engineering perspective because it greatly facilitates the
interoperability of diverse technologies. For example, the “narrow
waist” of the Internet’s TCP/IP protocol stack allows for a diversity
of applications to run on a diversity of physical link technologies.
Moreover, it allows new applications or link technologies to be
readily adopted as long as they “speak" TCP/IP. At the same time,
there is also an irony to this hiding of details behind layers in the
sense that it not only invites the use of abstract constructs such as
random graphs but also makes them (and hence the network science
view) seem plausible. More cynically, the network science view likes
abstractions in the form of random graphs, in part, because they
obscure layered architectures to the point where they are not even
part of the existing vocabulary and can therefore be conveniently
and completely ignored.
An important consequence of this outward appearance of simplicity that layering and virtualization convey about the underlying
system is that it both invites “discoveries" of system vulnerabilities
that, upon further scrutiny, turn out to be specious, and obscures
the detection of real-world vulnerabilities that can have a devastating impact on the system as a whole. To illustrate, consider the
widely-studied connectivity structure known as the Web graph
where nodes represent websites and edges represent hyperlinks.
This logical graph construct manifests itself at the application layer
of the TCP/IP protocol stack, and measured instances of this Web
graph have persistently shown power law properties in their connectivity [47, 48]. From the SF perspective, the Web’s Achilles’ heel

On the Role of Virtualization

Another important ingredient for understanding modern-day computing and communication systems is virtualization. Just as the
Internet’s layered TCP/IP stack enables the plugging-in of new
applications above and new link technologies below it’s narrow
waist (i.e., “IP over everything, and everything over IP"), with virtualization, this plug-and-play capabilities become at the same time
more ubiquitous and less visible. With the separation of compute
resources (e.g., CPU, memory) or requests for services from the
underlying physical delivery of those services as their main goals,
virtualization techniques have been applied across the board, from
ACM SIGCOMM Computer Communication Review
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is its extreme vulnerability to attacks that target its most highlyconnected websites. However, eliminating high-degree nodes from
the Web graph would require bringing down websites that, because
of their popularity, have been replicated on multiple servers located
across the Internet, with the different servers being furthermore virtualized for greater efficiency and cost savings. Recognizing these
and similar difficulties and complexities reveals at once the specious
nature of this claimed vulnerability but requires a basic understanding of how the lower layers of the TCP/IP stack enable the required
geo-replication of content and virtualization of essential network
infrastructure. Both of these functionalities provided by the lower
layers contribute to a well-performing Web but the details of their
implementation are in general invisible to the users of the Web.
Moreover, even if theoretically feasible, bringing down a popular
website may inconvenience a set of users but has little if any impact
on the overall functionality of the Internet.
In fact, from an engineering perspective that is fully aware of the
Internet’s layered TCP/IP protocol stack and its highly architected
virtualization, one of the greatest vulnerabilities for the Internet
is not attacks on its Web graph’s high-degree logical nodes but
hijacking any of the protocols that are critical for a functioning
Web (or any other popular applications). Consider, for example, the
Internet’s control plane where the BGP protocol is responsible for
routing the requests for accessing the various websites and viewing
or downloading their content across the Internet. Irrespective of
whether BGP is hijacked for malicious purposes or by accident (i.e.,
router misconfiguration), its effect is that popular websites such as
www.google.com can be brought down [49]. Another well-known
type of hijacking attacks are DNS-based amplification attacks. They
can render entire websites inaccessible by hijacking the DNS protocol and using it as weapon-of-choice to distributed denial-of-service
(DDoS) the website of interest [50, 51].
Note that both types of vulnerabilities rely on the full functioning
of all the lower layers to achieve maximal impact or “success" on the
application layer (e.g., delivering malware to as many end hosts as
possible, infiltrating control systems of cybercritical infrastructure).
Leveraging the key functionalities of the very system they try to
attack and ensuring their continued availability during the attack to
achieve maximum damage is not only a hallmark of the Internet’s
most serious attacks but has also striking similarities with some
of the most devastating attack scenarios encountered in biological
systems (e.g., cancer). Yet, network science with its focus on random
graphs, possibly in conjunction with random dynamic processes
over such graphs, not only lacks the taxonomy to describe such
attacks but is incapable of even perceiving such scenarios due to
its inherently limited view of what constitutes a complex system.

5

to understanding highly architected virtualization that mimics the
efforts described in [1] and will be ultimately more interesting, rewarding, insightful, and relevant than further musings about power
laws, error tolerance, or attack vulnerabilities.

5.1

On Laws, Layers, and Levels

For networking researchers, the most familiar layered architecture is arguably the layering of application (app)/operating system
(OS)/hardware (HW) in our phones and computers, and their extensions to networks. Within the HW layer, the memory hierarchy can
also be thought of as layers of tape/disk/RAM/cache/register from
high, big, cheap, and slow to low, small, expensive, and fast. Memory
also illustrates “levels” with each layer being implemented in lower
level components, such as transistors. Of course, the apps and OS
layers have sublayers and levels, and so on. Layered architectures
are everywhere in technology and biology but virtualization means
that details are often hidden from nonexperts. We adopt an admittedly greatly oversimplified view to highlight broad similarities and
differences, and encourage experts to add additional details.
An ideal memory would be fast, large, and cheap, but no such
individual component exists. This tradeoff can be loosely thought of
as a law, but one that depends on available technology in addition to
more fundamental laws of physics. Here we use “law” and tradeoff
broadly (and somewhat loosely) to describe constraints, including
legal or regulatory, on what components are available. What virtual
memories do is exploit the diversity in the memory hierarchy to
create a diversity-enabled sweet spot (DeSS) that is fast, large, and
cheap despite having no such individual parts, with the fragility
that certain rare access sequences could be very slow.
Such tradeoffs are pervasive throughout Internet technologies.
For example, virtual memory is cheap and plenty, but accessing
it takes time; CPU resources on modern programmable devices
are scarce but allow for certain compute tasks to be performed
at line-rate; and cloud resources are essentially unlimited but it
takes time to transfer all the necessary training data and retrieving
the required learning model. Despite the highly domain specific
nature of these laws, successful architectures to cope with them
are remarkably universal in their use of layers and levels to create
a DeSS. Indeed, our view is that the most important function of a
complex architectures is to create a DeSS where simpler uses of
components cannot.

5.2

From Networking to Biology ...

Our cells, organs, bodies and brains also illustrate layered architectures in myriad ways. Our central nervous system has the brain/
brainstem/spine as its minimal layers, with neurons and other
cells as the main lower level. What the brain/brainstem/spine and
apps/OS/HW have in common is a DeSS for flexibility and speed
from highly constrained parts. Maximum speed requires special
purpose hardware in our spines or computers, but the greatest
flexibility is in our apps and brains layer, where apps, memes, and
ideas are highly swappable via shared languages. Most hidden but
essential are the OS and brainstem to virtualize our fast hardware.
Experts estimate that conscious thought is limited to 100 bits/sec
bandwidth, whereas the optic nerve alone runs at 10Mbits/sec [52].
Most of this enormous amount of information is not discarded but

FROM “FIRST-PRINCIPLES" TO
“ARCHITECTURE FIRST"

Despite the success of the first-principles approach to understanding the Internet’s router-level structure advanced in [1], our SIGCOMM’04 paper has largely failed to impress upon the science
community in general and the networking research community in
particular the full potential of an “architecture first" view of the
Internet beyond its physical infrastructure. We argue that science
will be better served by pursuing an “architecture first" approach
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is used unconsciously and automatically to drive sensorimotor control, and direct the attention of that tiny and precious conscious
thought.
Our cells have a familiar DNA/RNA/protein layering that also
emphasizes the molecules that implement the layers, with a universally shared genome by incredibly diverse cell types which are
organized to create remarkable DeSS. A major difference is that
cells and bodies have their own internal supply chains to make new
proteins and cells, whereas our computer hardware is produced “out
of band.” A similarity is despite the importance of “code” in DNA
and software, hardware and proteins are necessary for the code
to function. And some terminally differentiated cells in our blood,
eyes, and skin jettison their DNA, RNA, and associated molecular
machinery. As in our technologies, specialized hardware solutions
provide superior performance but with a loss of flexibility.

5.3

6

LOOKING AHEAD:
THE GOOD, THE BAD, AND THE UGLY

From a strictly technological perspective, an “architecture first"
approach to realizing the vision of autonomous or self-driving
networks can be expected to focus on new architectural designs
that will facilitate DeSS-seeking network automation at scale. Here,
“looking over the fence" shows that biology has already worked
out an architecture for human sensorimotor control that exhibits
remarkable speed and accuracy despite being implemented by imperfect hardware (e.g., nerves and muscle components with their
own speed-accuracy tradeoffs). A recently developed theoretical
framework [55, 56] provides a first explanation how a highly effective layered control architecture in conjunction with diversity
among the available hardware components enables fast and accurate system-level performance to be achieved using slow or inaccurate hardware components. By building on this new theoretical
framework and adjusting it to network-specific conditions, it may
be possible to provide a scientifically-sound foundation for developing new technologies in support of autonomous networks that
can serve as a practical guide for engineers in their DeSS-driven
quest to build fast and accurate systems from imperfect hardware.
At the same time, biology also has a warning for networking
as far as the vulnerability of newly developed technologies is concerned. For example, like genes, apps and memes are easily mutated and even swapped, enabling software and genetic engineering
as well as education and culture. However, a strikingly common
fragility is that parasites can also “swap in” their code. This infectious hijacking leaves the architecture largely intact but switches
the function to benefit the parasite. Bacteria use gene swapping
(called “horizontal gene transfer”) to rapidly share antibiotic resistance genes that hijack other elements of the architecture (e.g.,
G-protein coupled signal transduction protocols). The eukaryotic
malaria parasite has a complex lifestyle involving infectious hijacking of mosquitos and mammals. Experts claim that nearly half
of the 100B humans who have ever lived were killed by malaria,
with modern treatments reducing that rate [57]. However, other socalled “superbugs” are evolving with swappable code that defeats
available medical treatments.
However, perhaps the most ominous and dire lesson that biology
can teach networking concerns societal issues such as humanity’s
affinity for sharable “memes” containing ideas that are attractive
and highly infectious, but false and dangerous. Assuming that social
scientists are correct in arguing that the very falsehood of memes facilitates their transmission (because their mostly deleterious effects
on their hosts make them honest signals of group membership),
advanced technologies in support of ever more powerful communication and computing become enablers of future scenarios where
“bad memes” may make malaria’s history seem relatively tame.
It is thus of critical importance for networking researchers to be
held accountable for their design of new technologies by requiring
them to examine in detail their technologies’ exposure to infectious hijacking at all layers of interest, especially the non-standard
“layers" 8 (i.e., individuals/users), 9 (i.e., organizations) and 10 (i.e.,
governments/legal entities). Unfortunately (and ironically), this
call-to-action for networking researchers can be expected to be
undermined by the fact that science itself is not immune to such

... and back to Networking

One area where the proposed “architecture first" view of the Internet promises to have significant impact on future Internet research
concerns the long-standing problem of network automation and
the ultimate challenge of developing autonomous or “self-driving"
networks [53]. In fact, given the recent advances in programmable,
protocol-independent data planes (with languages for programming them) and the emergence of scalable platforms for processing
distributed streaming data (capable of leveraging the latest Artificial
Intelligence/Machine Learning tools), networking researchers have
finally technologies at their disposal that have long been viewed
as pre-requisites for automating networking tasks at scale; that
is, executing hundreds or thousands of highly diverse network
automation tasks concurrently and as fast and accurately as possible despite the uncertainties in the environment (e.g., traffic load,
application mix, failure scenarios).
When considering, for example, automating a network management task such as detecting and mitigating DDoS attacks in
real time, programmable data planes afford a number of different
choices when it comes to allocating the compute resources (e.g.,
CPU, memory) and communication resources (e.g., connectivity,
bandwidth) that are required to perform the task-specific telemetry
(e.g., sensing), in-network computation (e.g., automatic inference),
and forwarding (e.g., actuating). The important observation is that
each of these choices comes with its own hard tradeoff. In this case,
the tradeoff is concerned with balancing hardware componentinduced speed vs. hardware component-specific accuracy. When
combined, the ensuing component-specific speed-accuracy tradeoffs result in system-level speed-accuracy tradeoff that determines
how well a given network automation task can be performed with
no human operator in the loop. While the idea of exploiting the
diversity in available compute resources and programmability capabilities among the different hardware components of a network
to achieve the “best case” scenario (i.e., performing the task of interest both fast and with high accuracy) is already being explored
(e.g., see [54] and references therein), how to get the network to
recognize and then operate at such a DeSS remains an open problem, even for the case of a single (sufficiently complex) network
automation task.
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infectious hijacking, as the enormous and continued popularity of
scale-free “memes” illustrates.
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